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Welcome to the December 27th, 2017 New Years Edition of THE REVENGE 
HUMP DAY! 
 

Christmas was wonderful this year. Christmas Eve, not so much. I was hoping to go 
to Christmas Eve Mass at St. Jude Catholic Church with the family but I was still 
recovering from the effects of being on a sulpha-antibotic for a month and my system 
still in denial. So, I stayed at home wrapped up in a blanket and watched TV. It 
wasn’t too bad because I watched the Halmark Channel and all of the Christmas 
movies. Very predictable movies but also very entertaining. But on Christmas Day, I 
felt good enough to go over to Brandy’s for our annual exchange of gifts and 
Christmas Feast. A great time was had by all and it was great watching the grandchild, 
both natural and informally adopted, opening their presents. The older grandkids 
loved the cash and the younger ones loved the toys.  
 

I think the highlight of my day was watching the youngest grandchildren going crazy 
for their presents. Bubba Bear got a new Samsung 9.7” tables and that boy loved it. 
For someone who is only 7, he is definitely technologically savvy. But I gave Chance 
one of the stranger gifts. When Alexander the Grape was little, I chased all over 
theBig Nooga to find Poke’mon VCR Tapes because he was Poke’mon crazy. But as he 
grew older he grew out of it. SHE WHO MUST BE OBEYED was after me for years to 
get rid of them but I always hoped that one of the grandchildren will fall in love with 
them again. Well, Chance is Poke’mon crazy and I gave him a Xerox box full of 
Poke’mon VCR tapes and a Panasonic VCR to play them. The 8 year old was actually 
speechless when he opened the box. At first I though he thought I was crazy, but he 
grabbed the box and took it into the other room and when through each tape to see 
what was in his new Poke’mon hoard. That memory will always live with me. 
 

I asked Brandy’s boyfriend, Clint, if he knew what Bolgeo’s axiom for life was. He 
laughed and said, “Do unto others before they do unto you?” I said not even close. 
Bolgeo’s axiom is, “There is the family you are born with and then there is the family 
you pick up along the. And they are both dear to you.” Clint did a double take and 
then smiled. I think one of these days he will figure me out.  
 

So on that “thoughtful note”, why don't y'all sit back and relax because here's the 
best in gossip, jokes and science for your reading pleasure! 
 

Uncle Timmy 
 

<G>~<O>~<S>~<S>~<I>~<P>~~~<S>~<T>~<A>~<R>~<T>~<S>~~~<H>~<E>~<R>~<E>~<!> 
 
THE BEST RENDITIONS OF WE THREE KINGS... 
 
From: "Jim Woosley" <jimwoosley@aol.com> 
 
Merry Christmas to all, and to all a good night 
 
Hugh Jackman and Friends 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a8XKEvClA-k 
 
Celtic Woman 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WIYz9w8Iom4 
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Claymation 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CnIFTtW1pko 
 
<L>~<I>~<B>~<E>~<R>~<T>~<Y>~<C>~<O>~<N> 
 
From: "Robert Kennedy" robot@ultimax.com 
 
UT, many years ago, I had to attend a wedding on short notice.  I didn't  
know what to get the happy couple.  A friend of mine solved my quandary  
by saying to me, "Robbie, cash is always in good taste". 
 
George Kangas, who emceed /Nightly Business Review/ on PBS decades ago, used to say 
much the same thing.  
 
<U><T><’><s><*><C><O><M><M><E><N><T> 
 

When it comes to grandchildren as they get older, CASH IS KING! UT 
 
<T>~<H>~<E>~~~<J>~<O>~<K>~<E>~<S>~~~<S>~<T>~<A>~<R>~<T>~~~<H>~<E>~<R>~<E> 
 
From: "Mike Waldrip" waldripk@gmail.com 
 
A SOUTHERN LADY 
 
Two nicely dressed ladies happened to start up a conversation during an endless wait in 
the Los Angeles airport. The first lady was an arrogant Californian woman married to a 
wealthy man.  
 
The second was a well-mannered, elderly woman from the South. 
 
When the conversation centered on whether they had any children, the California woman 
started by saying, “When my first child was born, my husband built a beautiful mansion for 
me." 
 
The lady from the South commented, "Well, bless your heart." 
 
The first woman continued, "When my second child was born, my husband bought me a 
beautiful Mercedes-Benz" 
 
Again, the lady from the South commented, "Well, bless your heart." 
 
The first woman continued, "Then, when my third child was born, my husband bought me 
this exquisite diamond bracelet." 
 
Yet again, the Southern lady commented, "Well, bless your heart." 
 
The first woman then asked her companion, "What did your husband buy for you, when you 
had your first child?" 
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"My husband sent me to Charm School," declared the Southern lady. 
 
"Charm School?" the first woman said, amazed, "Oh, my God! What on earth for?" 
The Southern lady responded, "Well for example, instead of saying, "Who gives a shit?" I 
learned to say, "Well, bless your heart" 
 
<J>~<O>~<K>~<E>~<S> 
 
DISTRIBUTION OF LABOR 
 
An Italian, a Scotsman, and a Chinese guy are hired at a construction site. The foreman 
points out a huge pile of sand. 
 
He says to the Italian, "You're in charge of sweeping."  
 
To the Scotsman he says, "You're in charge of shoveling."  
 
And to the Chinese man he says, "You're in charge of supplies."  
 
The foreman has to leave for a couple of hours to check on another work site. When he 
returns, he sees that the pile of sand is untouched. He asks the Italian,  
 
"Why didn't you sweep any of it?"  
 
The Italian replies, "I no hava no broom, you saida to the Chinese guy that he wasa ina 
charge of supplies. He hasa disappeared and I no coulda finda him nowhere."  
 
The foreman turns to the Scotsman and says, "And you, I thought I told you to shovel this 
pile."  
 
The Scotsman replied, "Aye, so ye did lad, bit ah couldnae git masel' a shuvl! Ye left thon 
wee Chinese mannie in chairge of supplies, bit ah couldnae fin' him onywhar."  
 
The foreman is really pissed off now. He storms off towards the pile of sand to look for the 
Chinese guy. As he approaches the mound, the Chinese guy jumps out from behind the 
sand pile and yells.  
 
"SUPPLIES!" 
 
<J>~<O>~<K>~<E>~<S> 
 
THE "W" IN CHRISTMAS 
 
Each December, I vowed to make Christmas a calm and peaceful experience. 
 
I had cut back on nonessential obligations - extensive card writing, endless baking, 
decorating, and even overspending. 
 
Yet still, I found myself exhausted, unable to appreciate the precious family moments, and 
of course, the true meaning of Christmas. 
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My son, Nicholas, was in kindergarten that year. It was an exciting season for a six-year-old. 
 
For weeks, he'd been memorizing songs for his school's "Winter Pageant." 
 
So, the evening of the pageant, I filed in ten minutes early, found a spot and sat down. 
 
As I waited, the students were led into the room. Each class, accompanied by their 
teacher, sat cross-legged on the floor. Then, each group, one by one, rose to perform their 
song. 
 
Because the public school system had long stopped referring to the holiday as 
"Christmas," I didn't expect anything other than fun, commercial entertainment songs of 
reindeer, Santa Claus, snowflakes and good cheer.  
 
So, when my son's class rose to sing, "Christmas Love," I was slightly taken aback by its 
bold title. 
 
Nicholas was aglow, as were all of his classmates, adorned in fuzzy mittens, red sweaters, 
and bright snowcaps upon their heads. 
 
Those in the front row- center stage - held up large letters, one by one, to spell out the title 
of the song. 
 
As the class would sing "C is for Christmas," a child would hold up the letter C. Then, "H is 
for Happy," and on and on, until each child holding up his portion had presented the 
complete message, "ChristmasLove." 
 
The performance was going smoothly until suddenly, we noticed her; a small, quiet, girl in 
the front row holding the letter "M" upside down - totally unaware her letter "M" appeared 
as a "W". 
 
The audience of 1st through 6th graders snickered at this little one's mistake. But she had 
no idea they were laughing at her, so she stood tall, proudly holding her "W". 
 
Although many teachers tried to shush the children, the laughter continued until the last 
letter was raised, and we all saw it together. 
 
A hush came over the audience and eyes began to widen. 
 
In that instant, we understood the reason we were there, why we celebrated the holiday in 
the first place, why even in the chaos, there was a purpose for our festivities. 
 
For when the last letter was held high, the message read loud and clear: 
 
"C H R I S T W A S L O V E" And, I believe, He still is. Amazed by His presence...humbled by 
His love. 
 
HAVE A BLESSED CHRISTMAS SEASON! 
 
<J>~<O>~<K>~<E>~<S>~~<of>~<the>~~<W>~<E>~<E>~<K> 
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From: "Mike Williamson" mzmadmike@gmail.com 
 
COLONOSCOPY 
  
Colonoscopy, being nervous, and embarrassed about my up-coming colonoscopy, on 
a recommendation, I decided to have it while visiting friends in San Francisco, where 
the beautiful nurses are allegedly more gentle and accommodating. 
  
As I lay naked on my side on the table, the gorgeous nurse began my procedure... 
  
"Don't worry, at this stage of the procedure it's quite normal to get an erection," the nurse 
told me. 
  
"I don't have an erection," I replied. 
  
"I do." Replied the nurse. 
  
Advice:  Don't get a colonoscopy in San Francisco. 
  
<J>~<O>~<K>~<E>~<S>~~<of>~<the>~~<W>~<E>~<E>~<K> 
 
From: “Bob Bolgeo” bbolgeo@aol.com 
 
From Uncle Bobby’s Facebook Page 
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<J>~<O>~<K>~<E>~<S>~~<of>~<the>~~<W>~<E>~<E>~<K> 
 
From: "Chris Cowan" cowanc1028@earthlink.net 
Very subtle - Day 10, family still hasn’t noticed  
 

 
 
<J>~<O>~<K>~<E>~<S>~~<of>~<the>~~<W>~<E>~<E>~<K> 
 
From: "Jim Woosley" <jimwoosley@aol.com> 
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I know this is tacky, but it is funny as hell. UT 
 
<YOU>~<>~<JUST>~<>~<CAN’T>~<>~<MAKE>~<>~<THIS>~<>~<STUFF>~<>~<UP!> 
 
YOU JUST CAN’T MAKE THIS STUFF UP! 
 
From: “Tim Bolgeo” tbolgeo@epbfi.com 
 
JOY TO THE WEED! MARIJUANA LEGALIZATION COMES BEARING GIFTS 
 
Patrick Whittle, Associated Press, December 22, 2017 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/joy-weed-marijuana-legalization-comes-bearing-gifts-
061128218.html 
 

Joy to the weed! Marijuana legalization comes bearing gifts 
 
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) -- Peter Bernard's Yuletide plans include dressing up in a tuxedo 
emblazoned with marijuana leaves, donning a green Santa hat and doling out cookie bars 
made with marijuana to his friends from a big pillowcase. 
 
"That's me exercising my right to give marijuana this Christmas," said Bernard, a Taunton, 
Massachusetts, pot lover who heads the Massachusetts Growers Advocacy Council when 
not doubling as "Pot Santa" at events for weed enthusiasts. 
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Not everyone's plans are quite so flamboyant, but for many pot lovers, this Christmas is 
much more about reefer than wreaths. Gift-giving has long been a part of marijuana culture, 
and the drug's newly legal status is a source of Yuletide celebration in four states. 
 
Voters in California, Nevada, Maine and Massachusetts voted to legalize recreational 
marijuana last year, and some residents of those states will legally stuff stockings with 
spliffs for the first time this Christmas. 
 
Because retail sales are operating in only one of those states — Nevada — Bernard and 
others excited about legalized pot said homegrown marijuana is one particularly popular 
gift. 
 
"I figure, I've got all this pot, I might as well just give it away for Christmas," said James 
MacWilliams, of Portland, Maine, who started growing weed when it became legal and is 
giving away fancy jars of his stash this year. "I told my friends, you're all getting a little bit 
of pot for Christmas." 
 
Others plan to give marijuana-infused baked goods or even decorations made of pot plants. 
 
Statistics about legal sales of marijuana suggest a modest bump around the holidays. In 
the four states where it was already legal, Alaska, Colorado, Oregon and Washington, it has 
been "generally a good month," slightly ahead of November and January, said Roy 
Bingham, chief executive officer of BDS Analytics, a firm that compiles data about the pot 
industry. December sales accounted for 9.38 percent of sales revenue in Colorado last year, 
which is one percentage point above average, according to statistics provided by the firm. 
 
California's retail laws begin next month, while Massachusetts' retail laws are scheduled for 
July and Maine's are still being developed. 
 
Legalization means pot lovers can legally do something they've always done, which is give 
away marijuana to people they love, said Aaron Smith, executive director of the National 
Cannabis Industry Association. 
 
"People consume cannabis on the holidays and they always have," Smith said. "Now they 
are doing so through a regulated system." 
 
The drug remains illegal on the federal level, which means activities such as driving it 
across state lines or sending it through the mail are off limits. An elderly couple was 
arrested near Bradshaw, Nebraska, on Tuesday with about 60 pounds of marijuana they 
described as future Christmas gifts. 
 
Authorities will deal with incidents involving marijuana in interstate commerce "on a case 
by case basis," said Matthew O'Shaughnessy, a Boston-based spokesman for the Bureau 
of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives. 
 
Hezekiah Allen, executive director of the California Growers Association, said marijuana 
was likely to be a part of Christmas in California this year whether it was legal or not. 
 
"Cannabis has been pretty ubiquitous here for several generations," he said.  
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"Honestly, I think everyone's just a little more open about it." 
 
<?>~<YOU JUST CAN’T MAKE THIS STUFF UP!>~<?> 
 
DELINGPOLE: CHRISTMAS IS HERE, EVERYONE! EPA OFFICIALS ARE ‘LEAVING IN 
DROVES’ 
 
by JAMES DELINGPOLE22 Dec 2017 
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2017/12/22/delingpole-christmas-is-here-
everyone-epa-officials-are-leaving-in-droves/ 
 

Environmental Protection Agency officials are “leaving in droves”, reports the New York 
Times. 
 
More than 700 people have left the Environmental Protection Agency since President 
Trump took office, a wave of departures that puts the administration nearly a quarter of the 
way toward its goal of shrinking the agency to levels last seen during the Reagan 
administration. 
 
What marvelous news to ease us all into the festive Christmas spirit, eh readers? 
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Why, it’s like the final scene in A Christmas Carol where Scrooge repents of all his 
miserliness, his nephew Fred gets a big fat turkey, Bob Cratchit gets a pay rise and Tiny 
Tim declares “God bless us, every one!” 
 
Not, of course, that this is quite the way the New York Times sees it. It wants us to believe 
that this is an attack on both science and the environment. 
 
Within the agency, science in particular is taking a hard hit. More than 27 percent of those 
who left this year were scientists, including 34 biologists and microbiologists; 19 chemists; 
81 environmental engineers and environmental scientists; and more than a dozen 
toxicologists, life scientists and geologists. Employees say the exodus has left the agency 
depleted of decades of knowledge about protecting the nation’s air and water. Many also 
said they saw the departures as part of a more worrisome trend of muting government 
scientists, cutting research budgets and making it more difficult for academic scientists 
to serve on advisory boards. 
 
Actually, though, what it really is is #winning. 
 
<?>~<YOU JUST CAN’T MAKE THIS STUFF UP!>~<?> 
 
DOJ opens probe into Bundy prosecutors who hid evidence 
 
Tim Pearce, The Daily Caller News Foundation, December 23, 2017  
 
The Department of Justice (DOJ) has opened a probe into federal prosecutors of the recent 
trial of Nevada rancher Cliven Bundy, E&E News reports. 
 
Bundy faced criminal charges related to a 2014 standoff with Bureau of Land Management 
(BLM) agents. After the prosecutions numerous missteps and “willful” withholding of 
evidence that would aid the Bundy’s defense, the judge ruled a mistrial Wednesday, The 
Oregonian reports. 
 
(Photo by George Frey/Getty 
Images 
 
The DOJ did not say whether 
it would pursue another trial 
against Cliven Bundy and 
others involved in the 2014 
standoff, according to E&E 
News. 
 
Attorney General Jeff 
Sessions “personally 
directed that an expert in the 
department’s discovery 
obligations be deployed to 
examine the case and advise 
as to next steps,” DOJ deputy director of public affairs Ian Prior told The Oregonian. 
 
“This is every prosecutor’s nightmare,” retired federal prosecutor Kent Robinson said. 
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Weeks before U.S. District Judge Gloria M. Navarro declared a mistrial of the case, a 
memo written by a BLM agent assigned to investigate the agency’s actions during the 2014 
raid on the Bundy ranch was released. The memo contained serious allegations of 
misconduct and likely illegal activities by BLM officials and prosecutors, led by acting 
Nevada U.S. Attorney Steven Myhre, throughout the raid and trial of Cliven Bundy. 
 
Throughout the trial, Myhre and his team of prosecutors were caught violating the Brady 
law six separate times for refusing to turn over exculpatory evidence that could help the 
Bundys. 
 
Myhre had removed the agent responsible for the memo, Larry Wooten, from his position 
investigating the BLM in February, confiscating all his records and data. Wooten wrote his 
18 page memo from memory and leaked it the DOJ. 
 
<?>~<YOU JUST CAN’T MAKE THIS STUFF UP!>~<?> 
 
NY LIBS PRAISE BERNIE’S TAX PLAN, THEN INTERVIEWER REVEALS IT’S TRUMP’S 
 
BY V SAXENA, DECEMBER 23, 2017 AT 9:13AM 
https://conservativetribune.com/ny-libs-praise-bernies-tax-
plan/?utm_source=Email&utm_medium=newsletter&utm_campaign=dailypm&utm_content
=conservative-tribune 
 
Conservatives often accuse liberalism of being a cult whose brainwashed followers simply 
parrot talking points fed to them by the “fake news” media. 
 
Judging by the way a number of New York liberals recently reacted to the GOP’s tax bill, it 
seems conservatives might be right. 
 
Conservative filmmaker Ami Horowitz visited New York’s West Village this past week to ask 
anti-Trump locals whether they approve of the GOP’s tax bill, which President Donald 
Trump signed into law Friday. 
 
The reactions were unanimous — every single resident was outright livid. 
 
“I’m going to be honest with you — I feel like this is just another excuse for rich people to 
get a break on having to pay taxes like the rest of us hardworking people have to pay,” said 
one liberal local, according to The Daily Wire. 
 
“It doesn’t have much stuff in it for the middle class working Americans, I think,” said 
another. “But that’s just what I’ve heard.” 
 
Exactly. None of them actually had a clue. They only knew what they had been told by the 
“fake news” media. 
 
And here’s the proof: when Horowitz presented the details of the GOP’s tax bill but 
packaged it as socialist Sen. Bernie Sanders “competing plan,” the local leftists were 
besides themselves with praise. 
“It’s fantastic,” said one local. 
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Another said, “I think that’s a step in the right direction — it’s all just rational with Bernie, 
and with Trump it’s not.” 
 
Watch their 180 reversal in the video AT THE WEBSOTE, and be sure to see what happens 
when Horowitz reveals the truth to them near the end: 
 
Surprise! 
 
While some of the locals agreed to rethink their positions on the GOP’s tax bill, one asked, 
“Why aren’t they (Republicans) showcasing those aspects of it?” 
But they are, son. They are. 
 
The problem isn’t that the GOP hasn’t done its part to highlight the benefits of its tax bill, 
but rather the liberal media has ignored every benefit, instead writing spurious “reports” 
and op-eds containing outright lies about the bill. 
 
“Just this morning, for example, the New York Times opinion newsletter called the bill ‘a 
huge handout to corporate America,’ completely ignoring the fact that the bill will lower 
taxes for a shocking 80.4 percent of Americans,” noted Alexandra Desanctis of National 
Review in a report earlier this week. 
 
Democrats have been just as full of baloney, with Sen. Kamala Harris claiming in a tweet 
last month that “on average, middle class families earning less than $86,000 would see a 
tax increase under the Republican ‘tax reform’ plan.” 
 
Because so many liberals don’t actually check the facts, they wind up believing these lies 
hook, line and sinker. And that’s why the GOP’s tax bill has fared poorly in polls, despite 
the myriad of benefits it’s slated to lavish upon everyday Americans. 
 
Dear liberals: Please wake up. If you want to oppose the policies of the president and the 
GOP,  at least take the time to learn the specifics of their policies first instead of 
automatically believing every lie fed to you by the “fake news” media. 
 
<?>~<YOU JUST CAN’T MAKE THIS STUFF UP!>~<?> 
 
Forget ‘secret Santa,’ Nude model walks the streets wearing bodypainted Christmas outfit 
 
December 23, 2017 | Samantha Chang |  Print Article 
http://www.bizpacreview.com/2017/12/23/forget-secret-santa-nude-model-walks-streets-
wearing-bodypainted-christmas-outfit-
578970?utm_source=Newsletter&utm_medium=BPR%20Email&utm_campaign=DMS 
 
If there’s anything social media has taught us, it’s that people will do anything for attention. 
Model Lili Jasmijn gave New Yorkers a titillating holiday treat by parading around nude in a 
faux Christmas outfit that was painted on by body painter, Jen Seidel. 
 
Seidel gave a peek at the body painting process in several videos she posted to her 
Instagram account (see below). 
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In one clip, Jasmijn patiently stands in an apartment wearing a thong and nipple pasties as 
Seidel’s team of artists paint on a blue and white Christmas “sweater” and green, white, 
and red “stockings.” 
 
 

(JenTheBodyPainter/Instagram) 
 
The barely-clothed Jasmijn then casually strolls around Rockefeller Center as passersby 
largely ignore her. 
 
Jasmijn then drops by a bar, where she stuns patrons by revealing she’s not wearing any 
clothes. “Oh my God! You’re painted?” one woman squealed in surprise. 
 
Meanwhile, it didn’t look like any of the guys minded getting an eyeful of the bubbly model. 
Apparently, prancing around half-naked wearing Christmas-themed “outfits” is a thing now. 
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Some women decorate their exposed breasts to resemble reindeer as part of a wacky 
holiday fashion trend modeled after the “ugly Christmas sweater” phenomenon. 
 

 
Meanwhile, check out this eye-popping video clip of the Christmas body painting. The 
transformation will stun you. 
 
In VIDEO AT THE WEBSITTE, a store manager called the police on a model in painted-on 
jeans after she sashayed around a busy mall. 
 
Would you do this? 
 
<YOU>~<>~<JUST>~<>~<CAN’T>~<>~<MAKE>~<>~<THIS>~<>~<STUFF>~<>~<UP!> 
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YOU JUST CAN’T MAKE THIS STUFF UP! 
 
From: "Jim Woosley" jimwoosley@aol.com 
MEMPHIS MAYOR SHOULD BE HAULED OUT OF CITY HALL IN HANDCUFFS 
 
By Todd Starnes | Fox News 
http://www.foxnews.com/opinion/2017/12/21/memphis-mayor-should-be-hauled-out-city-
hall-in-handcuffs.html 
 
For the past several years progressives have been waging a culture jihad across the nation, 
turning our nation’s heritage into a pile of rubble. They’ve been bulldozing our history 
much like the Islamic Radicals have been doing in Iraq. 
 
Sadly, my hometown of Memphis, Tennessee, has suffered a similar fate.   
 
While most of the good citizens of Memphis were attending Wednesday night church 
services, the mayor and city council were busy finalizing a despicable plot to bypass the 
law and desecrate a Civil War gravesite. 
 

 
REUTERS/Brian Snyder  (FILE -- A statue of Jefferson Davis, President of the Confederate 
States, stands in Memphis Park, formerly named Confederate Park, in Memphis, 
Tennessee.) 
 
In October the Tennessee Historical Commission refused to allow city leaders to remove 
statues of Nathan Bedford Forrest and Jefferson Davis from two city parks. The city 
initiated mediation with the state, but that too, was unsuccessful. 
 
Instead of following the ruling, the mayor and the city council concocted a nefarious plan to 
disobey the law and take down the statues in the dark of night. 
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HERE’S HOW IT HAPPENED: 
 
The city council voted on Wednesday afternoon to sell two public parks to a newly formed 
nonprofit group chaired by a county commissioner. (Anybody smell a rat?) 
 
The two parks – both prized pieces of real estate - were sold for $1,000 each. What kind of a 
shady real estate deal is that? 
 
While the city council was voting, heavy machinery and an army of police officers were 
being dispatched to both parks. Did the nonprofit pick up the tab for the police officers and 
the heavy machinery? Or were taxpayers forced to foot the bill? 
 
“The law allows a private entity to remove items such as statues from its own land,” Mayor 
Jim Strickland told bewildered citizens. 
 
After the city council passed the sham real estate deal, the cowardly mayor issued a notice 
on social media. 
 
“Health Science Park and Memphis Park have been sold,” the mayor declared. “Operations 
on those sites tonight are being conducted by a private entity and are compliant with state 
law.” 
 
Health Sciences Park and Memphis Park have been sold. Operations on those sites tonight 
are being conducted by a private entity and are compliant with state law. We will have 
further updates later tonight. 
 
7:10 PM - Dec 20, 2017 
 
Within a matter of hours both statues were removed – in the darkness of night. 
 
 “The City made a decision to willfully violate state law and remove the statues of Forrest 
and Davis,” said Thomas Strain of the Sons of Confederate Veterans. This is a direct 
violation of state law and we must allow the state to pursue this case in a lawful manner.” 
 
James Patterson, the commander of the Tennessee division of the Sons of Confederate 
Veterans, called it a “well-organized, behind the scenes plan by the city. They are willfully 
violating the Heritage Preservation Act. The City has broken state law,” Patterson said. 
 
Beyond that, the bodies of Nathan Bedford Forrest and his wife are buried in one of the 
parks. Therefore, it is my contention that the mayor and city council are also guilty of 
desecration. 
 
My fury has nothing to do with the monuments or the memorials. It has nothing to do with 
selling off prime real estate at a bargain-basement price. My fury has to do with the flagrant 
disregard of the law. 
 
Mayor Jim Strickland and the Memphis City Council flouted that law. They violated their 
oath of office and they desecrated a gravesite. 
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I urge the governor and the state legislature to launch an immediate investigation of the 
corruption that has infested Memphis City Hall. The law demands it. 
 
And I look forward to the day when Mayor Jim Strickland and members of the city council 
are removed from office and hauled out of City Hall in handcuffs. 
 
<U><T><’><s><*><C><O><M><M><E><N><T> 
 

Memphis, Tennessee is also my home town. I was born, raised and educated there. 
But I am so embarrassed with the actions of the Memphis mayor and council 
desecrating our history and the graves Nathan Bedford Forrest and his wife. No one 
can say they didn’t go around the law to accomplish this nefarious deed and they 
should be held accountable. I agree with the author of this article and Mayor Jim 
Strickland and members of the city council should be are removed from office and 
hauled out of City Hall in handcuffs. UT 
 
<?>~<YOU JUST CAN’T MAKE THIS STUFF UP!>~<?> 
 
TOPLESS FEMALE ACTIVIST TRIES TO SWIPE BABY JESUS STATUE FROM VATICAN 
NATIVITY SCENE 
 
By Katherine Lam | Fox News 
http://www.foxnews.com/world/2017/12/25/topless-female-activist-tries-to-swipe-baby-
jesus-statue-from-vatican-nativity-scene.html 
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Vatican gendarmes attempt to block a topless activist of women's rights group Femen, who 
tries to reach the Nativity scene in Saint Peter's square in the Vatican.  (Reuters) 
 
A bizarre scene unfolded in Vatican City on Christmas Day when a topless female activist, 
while screaming “God is woman,” attempted to snatch a baby Jesus statue from a Nativity 
scene — but was quickly whisked away by police as she lunged for it. 
 
The woman, who also had “God is woman” painted in black on her bare back, was seen 
jumping over a guardrail and charging toward the Nativity scene in St. Peter’s 
Square, Reuters reported. 
 

 
The topless activist was seen charging toward the nativity scene in Vatican City on 
Christmas.  (Reuters) 
 

 
The woman was identified as an activist, part of the group Femen.  (Reuters) 
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She was later identified as Alisa Vinogradova and a “sextremist” by Femen, a Ukraine 
activist group whose goal is to gain “complete victory over patriarchy,” according to 
its website. Femen said its mission is “protest” and its weapons are “bare breasts.” 
 
“FEMEN considers the anti-war policy of the Vatican a rough medieval attack on the 
freedom of women and their natural rights,” it wrote in its blog about the incident. “FEMEN 
encourages women to follow the example of the movement and kidnap babies from 
religious denominations, thus, stating their right to use of their own body!” 
 
Vinogradova got her hands on the statue, but police caught her before she was able to 
dash away. She was detained. 
 
The incident happened about two hours before 50,000 people watched Pope Francis give 
his Christmas message in St. Peter’s Square, Reuters reported.  
 

The 
woman was able to grab the baby Jesus statue before a police officer detained 
her.  (Reuters) 
 
Women with the group have previously staged similar protests, according to Reuters. A 
Femen activist was able to run away with the baby Jesus statue out of a crib on Christmas 
Day 2014, but was eventually caught and arrested.  
 
<S>~<C>~<I>~<E>~<N>~<C>~<E>~~~<S>~<T>~<A>~<R>~<T>~<S>~~~<H>~<E>~<R>~<E> 
 
From: “Tim Bolgeo” tbolgeo@epbfi.com 
 
PLANE THAT LED NORMANDY INVASION DISCOVERED, RESTORED 
 
https://www.military.com/daily-news/2017/12/16/plane-led-normandy-invasion-discovered-
restored.html?ESRC=airforce_171219.nl 
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This C-47 plane that led the World War II invasion of Normandy, France, is being restored in 
Oshkosh, Wis. (AP Photo) The Canadian Press 16 Dec 2017 
 
OSHKOSH, Wis. -- A plane that led the invasion of Normandy during World War II has been 
saved from a junkyard and is being carefully restored in Wisconsin. 
 
The C-47, called "That's All, Brother," carried the first paratroopers who were dropped 
behind German lines at Normandy. The aircraft led the more than 800 other C-47s also 
carrying paratroopers. 
 
The plane was lost for 70 years and was accidentally discovered by an Air Force historian 
at the Basler Turbo Conversions junkyard in Oshkosh in 2015, WLUK-TV reported. The 
historian was researching Col. John Donalson, the man who flew the plane on D-Day. 
 
"The airplane is much more than an aircraft. It's a time machine," said Keegan Chetwynd, 
the curator for the Commemorative Air Force, a non-profit that works to preserve aircraft. 
 
The group started a campaign to restore the aircraft, raising about $380,000 in 30 days, 
Chetwynd said. Employees at Basler have spent more than 22,000 hours restoring "That's 
All, Brother" to former glory. 
 
"(It) provides that tangible connection for the next generation of people so that they know, 
when they read it in a history book, that it was real," Chetwynd said. 
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Workers tested out "That's All, Brother's" engines for the first time in a decade on 
Thursday. Despite a hydraulic leak, the test was a major achievement, Chetwynd said. 
Crews will test the engines again today. 
 
Their hope is to fly the aircraft over Normandy in 2019 for the 75th anniversary of D-Day. 
 
"That's kind of why the rush is on and why we're doing all of this in the dead of winter in 
Wisconsin," Chetwynd said. 
 
The aircraft is expected to conduct a European tour in 2019 and then will likely return to the 
U.S. to resume regular operations. 
 
This article was from The Canadian Press and was legally licensed through the NewsCred 
publisher network. Please direct all licensing questions to legal@newscred.com. 
 
<S><C><I><E><N><C><E> 
 
GRAPHENE-BASED ARMOR COULD STOP BULLETS BY BECOMING HARDER THAN 
DIAMONDS 
 
Ben Coxworth, Nature Nanotechnology, December 19, 2017 
https://newatlas.com/diamene-graphene-diamond-armor/52683/ 
 

Made of two stacked layers of graphene, diamene temporarily becomes harder than bulk 
diamonds under impact(Credit: Ella Maru Studio) 
 
While bullet-proof body armor does tend to be thick and heavy, that may no longer be the 
case if research being conducted at The City University of New York bears fruit. Led by Prof. 
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Elisa Riedo, scientists there have determined that two layers of stacked graphene can 
harden to a diamond-like consistency upon impact. 
 
For those who don't know, graphene is made up of carbon atoms linked together in a 
honeycomb pattern, and it takes the form of one-atom-thick sheets. Among various other 
claims to fame, it is the world's strongest material. 
 
Known as diamene, the new material is made up of just two sheets of graphene, upon a 
silicon carbide substrate. It is described as being as light and flexible as foil – in its regular 
state, that is. When sudden mechanical pressure is applied at room temperature, though, it 
temporarily becomes harder than bulk diamond. 
 
The material was conceived of by associate professor Angelo Bongiorno, who developed 
computer models which indicated that it should work, as long as the two sheets were 
aligned correctly. Riedo and colleagues then conducted tests on samples of actual 
diamene, which backed up Bongiorno's findings. 
 
Interestingly, the hardening effect only happens when two sheets of graphene are used – 
no more or no less. That said, scientists at Rice University have had success in absorbing 
the impact of "microbullets" using graphene that's stacked 300 layers thick. 
 
A paper on the research was recently published in the journal Nature Nanotechnology. 
 
Source: The City University of New York via Phys.org 
 
<S><C><I><E><N><C><E> 
 
ELON MUSK UNVEILS FALCON HEAVY ROCKET PHOTOS AHEAD OF MAIDEN FLIGHT 
 
By Tariq Malik, Space.com Managing Editor | December 20, 2017 10:18am ET 
https://www.space.com/39164-elon-musk-unveils-falcon-heavy-rocket-photos.html 

 
SpaceX founder Elon 
Musk unveiled a 
tantalizing first glimpse at 
his company's new 
megarocket — the Falcon 
Heavy — which is 
expected to launch on its 
maiden flight next month.  
 
 
In an early morning 
Twitter post, Musk 
revealed several views of 
the new rocket under 
assembly inside SpaceX's 
hangar at Pad 39A of 
NASA's Kennedy Space 
Center in Cape Canaveral, 
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Florida. The images show stunning views of the Falcon Heavy from above and one 
imposing shot of the rocket's 27 first-stage engines, nine on each of its three main boosters. 
 
"Falcon Heavy at the Cape," Musk wrote in the Twitter post.  
 

SpaceX's first 
Falcon Heavy 
rocket, a 
massive heavy-
lift launch 
vehicle, is seen 
during assembly 
ahead of its first 
test flight from 
Pad 39A of 
NASA's Kennedy 
Space Center in 
Cape Canaveral, 
Florida. The 
rocket's first 
flight is expected 
in January 2018. 
Credit: 
SpaceX/Elon 
Musk 
 
SpaceX's Falcon 
Heavy is a 
heavy-lift launch 
vehicle powered 
by two first-
stage boosters 
from the 
company's 
Falcon 9 rockets 
and a central 
core booster that 
itself is a 
modified Falcon 
9. The rocket will 
stand 230 feet 
(70 meters) tall 
when complete 
and is designed 
to launch 
payloads of up 
to 119,000 lbs. 
(57 metric tons) 
into space. 
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The Falcon Heavy is the most powerful U.S. rocket since NASA's Saturn V moon rocket and 
is capable of launching twice as much payload as the current record-holder, the Delta IV 
Heavy built by United Launch Alliance. SpaceX's rocket is also designed to be reusable, 
with the three core boosters built to fly back to Earth and land like SpaceX's current Falcon 
9 rockets. The company test-fired the Falcon Heavy's core stage for the first time earlier 
this year, in May. 
 
Musk has said that Falcon Heavy's first payload will be his own midnight-cherry-red Tesla 
Roadster, launched on a trajectory aimed for Mars orbit. However, Musk has said 
that there's a fair chance the rocket could fail on its debut test flight. The Falcon Heavy is 
expected to perform its first static-fire test on Pad 39A by the end of 2017, SpaceX 
representatives have said.  
 

The 27 engines of SpaceX's Falcon Heavy rocket are front and center during assembly in 
this photo tweeted by Elon Musk on Dec. 20, 2017. Credit: SpaceX/Elon Musk 
 
SpaceX also plans to use a Falcon Heavy and Dragon space capsule to launch two 
passengers around the moon by the end of 2018. 
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<~><~><P><O><L><I><T><I><C><A><L><L><Y>~<I><N><C><O><R><R><E><C><T><~><~> 
 
ABSOLUTELY & TOTALLY POLITICALLY INCORRECT & AS FAR TO THE CENTER AS YOU 
CAN GO! 
 
From: “Tim Bolgeo” tbolgeo@epbfi.com 
 

 
 
Politicians, not guns are clearly the problem! 
 
<C><E><N><T>E><R> 
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I’m sorry, but this was just too funny not to print. UT 
 
<P><O><L><I><T><I><C><A><L><L><Y>~<>~<C><E><N><T>E><R> 
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From: "Jim Woosley" jimwoosley@aol.com 
 
POLITICIANS, NOT GUNS  
 
http://www.meoso.com/politicians-not-guns/ 
 
<C><E><N><T>E><R> 
 

 
 
http://www.gun-shots.net/we-cannot-re-play-history-but-we-can-learn-from-it.shtml 
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